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Abstract

The minimal dilatations of 4 and 5 braids

by

Ji-young Ham

We calculate the minimal dilatations of 4 and 5 braids.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Finding the minimal dilatation on a given surface is a simple familiar prob-

lem in low dimensional topology.

Recall that surface homeomorphisms can be classified into periodic, re-

ducible, or pseudo-Anosov ([8, 28, 3, 5, 9]). Each pseudo-Anosov home-

omorphism h preserves a pair of transversely measured foliations Fu, F s

such that h stretches along Fu by a constant factor λ and contracts along

F s by 1/λ. We call this λ as the dilatation of h. The existence of Markov

partition [10, Exposé 10] or the existence of a train track representative ([5],

[19]) for a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism implies that a dilatation should

appear as the largest eigenvalue of a Perron-Frobenius matrix of bounded

dimension, hence in particular should be an algebraic integer.

There are several known results relevant to the question of the minimal

dilatation of pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms. Penner [21] gives a lower

bound 21/(12g−12+4n) for the dilatations on a genus-g surface with n punc-

tures. In [21, 2, 6] pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms whose dilatations con-

verge to 1 as the genus increases, are constructed on closed surfaces. Fehren-

bach and Los [11] compute a lower bound (1 +
√

2)1/n for the dilatations of

pseudo-Anosov n-braids which permute the punctures in one cycle. In [23]

a lower bound 2 +
√

5 for the dilatations of pseudo-Anosov pure braids is

given. Baldwin [1] gives a lower bound log 3 for the topological entropy of

transitive Markov tree maps fixing each end point.
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The exact values of the minimal dilatations are known only for few sim-

ple cases. Zhirov [29] shows that if a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism on

a genus 2 surface has an orientable invariant foliation, then its dilatation

is no less than the largest zero of x4 − x3 − x2 − x + 1, and gives an ex-

ample of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism realizing the dilatation. The

pseudo-Anosov 3-braid σ2σ
−1
1 is shown to be the minimum in the forcing

partial order among pseudo-Anosov 3-braids by Matsuoka [18] and Handel

[14], hence it attains the minimal dilatation. The pseudo-Anosov 4-braid

σ3σ2σ
−1
1 is claimed in [25] and [26] to have the minimal dilatation, but the

proof given in [25] and [26] unfortunately contains an error. The pseudo-

Anosov 5-braid σ1σ2σ3σ4σ1σ2 is claimed in [25] to have the minimal dilata-

tion, but the proof given in [25] contains the same error as the 4-braid case.

In Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 of this thesis, we rectify these mistakes.

In this thesis we will calculate the minimal dilatations of 4 and 5 braids

by making folding automata and by choosing some finite candidate braids

to examine. Similar constructions using splittings can be found in [19] and

a bound for the word length for a given dilatation can be found in [20,

Theorem 6].

1.2 Summary of Results

LetDn be a unit disc with finite n punctures such thatDn has negative Euler

characteristic. Each pseudo-Anosov braid h preserves a pair of transversely

measured foliations Fu, F s such that h stretches along Fu by a constant
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factor λ and contracts along F s by 1/λ. We call this λ as the dilatation of

h. We are interested in finding the minimum of all such λ′s. Since the set

of such λ′s on a given surface is discrete [28], the minimum can be realized

by pseudo-Anosov braids.

What we show is

Theorem 1.1. The minimal dilatation of 4-braids is the largest zero of

x4 − 2x3 − 2x+ 1 which is approximately 2.29663 and which can be realized

by σ−1
1 σ−1

2 σ3.

Theorem 1.2. The minimal dilatation of 5-braids is the largest zero of

x4 − x3 − x2 − x + 1 which is approximately 1.72208 and which can be

realized by σ1σ2σ3σ4σ1σ2.

To prove the above theorems we will show how to make folding automata

which will generate all the conjugacy classes of pseudo-Anosov braids up

to multiplication by central elements and up to symmetry on Dn. We will

also show that a long closed oriented path in an automaton won’t give a

small dilatation and the closed oriented path which will give the minimal

dilatation onDn won’t have some special paths as subpaths. Finally, we will

calculate the minimal dilatations by examining dilatations corresponding to
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relatively short closed oriented paths which do not contain some paths as

subpaths.

To make folding automata, we need following sequences of definitions,

a proposition, a lemma, and theorems.

Given a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism h, let F u and F s denote the

unstable and stable foliations of h respectively. For each singular point q of

F u, consider a small disk Pq around q having as many cusps on its boundary

as the number of separatrices of F u at q. We call the small disk with cusps,

Pq, as an infinitesimal polygon and edges on Pq as infinitesimal edges.

A train track τ is said to be standardly embedded if it satisfies that

(1) S−τ is a union of disks such that we have only one non infinitesimal

polygon and each singularity except the boundary one is contained in an

infinitesimal polygon,

(2) If two edges are tangent, then either both of them are real or both

of them are infinitesimal,

(3) cusps occur only at corners of infinitesimal polygons.

Proposition 1.3 ([5], [19]). A pseudo-Anosov braid on Dn can be repre-

sented by a train track map on a standardly embedded train track.

Proposition 1.4 ([19], [26], [27]). A train track map f : τ → τ which

represents a pseudo-Anosov braid h can be decomposed into
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f = ρ ◦ fL ◦ fL−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1

where fk : τk−1 → τk is an elementary folding map, ρ : τ → τ is an

isomorphism induced by a periodic braid (Dn, τ) → (Dn, τ), and τ = τ0 <

τ1 < · · · < τL = τ .

Lemma 1.5. There are finitely many standardly embedded train tracks of

a given singularity type up to diffeomorphisms on a given surface.

Theorem 1.6. There are finitely many diffeomorphism types of standardly

embedded train tracks on Dn.

Given a singularity type on Dn, a graph whose vertices are diffeomor-

phism types of standardly embedded train tracks and whose directed edges

are all the possible elementary folding maps on each diffeomorphism type

of standardly embedded train tracks is called a folding automaton.

Theorem 1.7. Every conjugacy class of pseudo-Anosov braids up to mul-

tiplication by central elements and symmetry on Dn can be represented by

a closed oriented path in some folding automata.

Since the dilatation of a pseudo-Anosov braid is the spectral radius of

the transition matrix of the corresponding train track map, we can appeal to

Linear Algebra. The following theorem shows how to calculate the minimal

dilatation of a given train track map as a composition of elementary folding

maps. The following sequence of lemmas will give an upper bound on
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lengths of elementary folding sequences either in terms of a norm or a trace

or give a way to trim out some paths when we try to find the minimal

dilatation.

Let Mk be the incidence matrix of fk for 1 ≤ k ≤ L − 1 and of ρ ◦ fL

for k = L.

Theorem 1.8 (Sec. 2.2). The dilatation of a pseudo-Anosov braid h is the

spectral radius of M1M2 · · ·ML.

Lemma 1.9 (Sec. 2.2, [13]). Let M be a d × d Perron-Frobenius matrix

with the spectral radius λ > 1. Let |M | =
∑

i,j mij. Then

|M | ≤ λd + d− 1.

Lemma 1.10 (Sec. 2.2). Let M = {mij}(resp. N) be d × d matrix con-

taining a permutation matrix. Define

mintr(M) = minσ∈Perm(n)

∑
i

miσ(i)

be the minimal trace of M . If mintr(M) > T , then tr(MN) > T and

mintr(MN) > T .

Lemma 1.11. Let h : Dn → Dn be a pseudo-Anosov braid with the dilata-

tion λ. Let θ : S2 → S2 be the extension of h as in Sec 2.1. Let F be the

double branched covering of S2 branched over the odd degree singularities of

the invariant foliation of θ so that the θ lifts and its foliations become vector
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fields [10]. Let c be the number of odd degree singularities of the invariant

foliation of θ so that c > 0. Then λ is the spectral radius of a reciprocal

polynomial of degree c− 2.

Lemma 1.12. Let M = (mij), N = (nij) be nonnegative matrices. Let

U = (uij), and V = (vij) be nonnegative matrices such that each matrix is

strictly bigger than a permutation matrix. Suppose M and N have the same

patten. Then UMV is Perron-Frobenius if and only if UNV is. Suppose

further that M > N and that UNV is Perron-Frobenius. Then the spectral

radius λUMV of UMV is strictly bigger than the spectral radius λUNV of

UNV .

To calculate the minimal dilatations of 4 and 5 braids, we need some

subcalculations as follows. Details can be found in each section.

As in Section 2.1, h : D4 → D4 can be extended to a pseudo-Anosov

homeomorphism on a 2-sphere S2. We will denote the corresponding in-

variant foliation as F , too. Then the formula 2 = χ(S2) = Σk(1 − k/2)nk

where nk denotes the number of k-prong singularities, says that there are

exactly two singularity types of F in S2: case (1) F has four punctured

1-prong singularities and one punctured 2-prong singularity, and case (2)

F has five punctured 1-prong singularities and one non-punctured 3-prong

singularity.

Therefore, in D4 up to multiplication by central elements, case (1) cor-
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responds to either (i) four punctured 1-prong singularities and a bigon on

the boundary or (ii) three punctured 1-prong singularities, one punctured 2-

prong singularity and a monogon on the boundary and case (2) corresponds

to four punctured 1-prong singularities and a monogon on the boundary.

Lemma 1.13. There are three different standardly embedded diffeomor-

phism types of train tracks corresponding to case (2). Hence, up to con-

jugacy, up to multiplication by central elements, and up to symmetry, any

pseudo-Anosov 4-braid corresponding to case (2) can be represented as a

closed oriented path in the folding automaton in Figure 6(or 7).

The minimal dilatation of case (2) of 4-braids is a spectral radius of a

product of A,B,C,D where the powers of A and C are at most 5. The

A, B, C, and D are

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0

0 1 2 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 2 0

0 2 3 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
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C =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 2

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

D =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2 0 0 3

1 0 0 2

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Theorem 1.14. The minimal dilatation of pseudo-Anosov 4-braids cor-

responding to case (2) is the largest zero of x4 − 2x3 − 2x + 1 which is

approximately 2.29663 and which can be realized by σ−1
1 σ−1

2 σ3.

As in Section 2.1, h : D5 → D5 can be extended to a pseudo-Anosov

homeomorphism on a 2-sphere S2. We will denote the corresponding in-

variant foliation as F , too. Then the formula 2 = χ(S2) = Σk(1 − k/2)nk

where nk denotes the number of k-prong singularities, says that there are

exactly five singularity types of F in S2 as follows.

• Case 1: F has six punctured 1-prong singularities and one non-punctured

4-prong singularity.

• Case 2: F has six punctured 1-prong singularities and two non-punctured

3-prong singularities.

• Case 3: F has five punctured 1-prong singularities and one punctured

3-prong singularity.
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• Case 4: F has five punctured 1-prong singularities, one punctured 2-prong

singularity, and one non-punctured three prong singularity.

• Case 5: F has four punctured 1-prong singularities and two punctured

2-prong singularities.

Therefore, in D5 up to multiplication by central elements we have the

following.

• Case 1 corresponds to five punctured 1-prong singularities, one non-

punctured 4-prong singularity, and a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 2 corresponds to five punctured 1-prong singularities, two non-

punctured three prong singularities, and a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 3 corresponds to either (i) five punctured 1-prong singularities and a

trigon on the boundary or four punctured 1-prong singularities, one punc-

tured 3-prong singularity, and a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 4 corresponds to either (i) five punctured 1-prong singularities, one

non-punctured three prong singularity, and a bigon on the boundary or (ii)

four punctured 1-prong singularities, one punctured 2-prong singularity and

a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 5 corresponds to either (i) four punctured 1-prong singularities, one

punctured 2-prong singularity and a bigon on the boundary or (ii) three

punctured 1-prong singularities, two punctured 2-prong singularities, and a

monogon on the boundary.

Lemma 1.15. If a pseudo-Anosov 5-braid has an invariant foliation cor-

responding to Case 1, then its dilatation is no less than the largest zero of
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x4 − 3x3 + 3x2 − 3x + 1 which is approximately 2.15372 and which can be

realized by σ4σ3σ2σ
−1
1 .

Theorem 1.16. If a pseudo-Anosov 5-braid has an invariant foliation cor-

responding to Case 2, then its dilatation is no less than the largest zero of

x6 − x5 − 4x3 − x + 1 which is approximately 2.01536 and which can be

realized by σ4σ3σ
−1
1 σ−1

2 .

Lemma 1.17. If a pseudo-Anosov 5-braid has an invariant foliation cor-

responding to Case 3, then its dilatation is no less than the largest zero of

x4−x3−x2−x+1 which is approximately 1.72208 and which can be realized

by σ1σ2σ3σ4σ1σ2.

1.3 Organization

In section 2 we will show how to make folding automata which will generate

all the conjugacy classes of pseudo-Anosov braids up to multiplication by

central elements and up to symmetry on Dn. We will also show that a long

closed oriented path in an automaton won’t give a small dilatation and the

closed oriented path which will give the minimal dilatation on Dn won’t

have some special paths as subpaths.

In section 3 we will calculate the minimal dilatation of 4-braids.

In section 4 we will calculate the minimal dilatation of 5-braids.

In appendix we will show some computer programs and results that

we’ve used for calculating the minimal dilatation of 4-braids.
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2 Folding automata and Dilatations

2.1 Folding automata

Let Dn be a unit disk with finite n punctures such that Dn has negative

Euler characteristic. Our aim in this section is to make folding automata

which will generate all the conjugacy classes of pseudo-Anosov braids up to

multiplication by central elements and up to symmetry on Dn.

A train track τ is a branched 1-submainfold of Dn such that no com-

plementary component of the train track is an annulus without cusps on its

boundary or a disk with zero, one, or two cusps on its boundary.

Given τ , there is a fibered neighborhood N(τ) ∈ Dn equipped with

a retraction N(τ) ↘ τ . N(τ) has singular points on its boundary called

cusps. The fibers of the retraction N(τ) ↘ τ form a foliation T of N(τ)

by segments called ties. Let σ and τ be two train tracks on Dn, we say that

σ is carried by τ , and we denote this relation by σ < τ , if σ is isotopic

to a train track σ′ which is contained in a fibered neighborhood N(τ) of τ

and which is transverse to the ties.

We say τ is suited to F if F can be represented by a partial measured

foliation F of support N(τ), which is transverse to the ties and has no leaves

connecting cusps of N(τ).

The following is in [19, Theorem 4.1]. Given a pseudo-Anosov homeo-

morphism h, let Fu ∈ PMF be the projective class of its unstable foliation.

Then there exists a train track τ suited to Fu such that h(τ) < τ : Let F u

and F s denote the unstable and stable foliations of h respectively. For each
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singular point q of F u, consider a small disk Pq around q having as many

cusps on its boundary as the number of separatrices of F u at q. We call

the small disk with cusps, Pq, as an infinitesimal polygon and edges on

Pq as infinitesimal edges. Consider the subsurface M ′ = M − ∪q

◦
P q of

M with the foliation T induced by F s. We can regard M ′ as the fibered

neighborhood N(τ) of a train track τ with T the foliation by the ties. Then

a little argument shows that h(τ) < τ .

We will call the train track achieved by the above method as semis-

tandardly embedded train track. Edges of a train track which are not

infinitesimal are called real edges. Alternate definition of infinitesimal

edges are in [5].

Definition. We say that a train track τ is standardly embedded if it

satisfies that

(1) S−τ is a union of disks such that we have only one non infinitesimal

polygon and each singularity except the boundary one is contained in an

infinitesimal polygon,

(2) If two edges are tangent, then either both of them are real or both

of them are infinitesimal,

(3) cusps occur only at corners of infinitesimal polygons.

Remark 2.1. Basically the same definition of a standardly embedded train

track can be found in [25] and [26].

A semistandardly embedded train track automatically satisfies the con-
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Figure 1: A folding operation which absorbs an infinitesimal edge

Figure 2: A splitting operation which shifts a cusp incident only to expand-
ing edges

dition (1) of the definition of a standardly embedded train track.

If a train track is not standardly embedded because it does not satisfy

the condition (2) of the definition of a standardly embedded train track,

then it can be sent to a standard one through some more foldings (see

Figure 1).

If a train track is not standardly embedded because it does not satisfy

(3) of the definition, then it can be sent to a standard one through splittings

(see Figure 2).

Definition. On a foliation represented by a partial measured foliation of

Dn, there are three elementary moves called a left split, a right split, and

a shift. We call this moves as splitting moves (see Figure 3). Splitting

moves produce from a train track τ a train track σ which is carried by τ (see

Figure 3: train tracks are drawn with blue color). An elementary folding

on Dn is an inverse of a splitting move. An elementary folding produces

from a train track τ a train track σ which carries τ (see Figure 4).
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right splitleft split shift

Figure 3: Splitting moves

Figure 4: An elementary folding map

Given a projective class of pseudo-Anosov braids h on Dn, we can find a

standardly embedded train track τ such that h(τ) < τ . By projecting h(τ)

onto τ along the ties, we have a train track representative f : τ → τ . We

write this into the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2 ([5, 19]). A pseudo-Anosov braid on Dn can be represented

by a train track map.

The following theorem can be derived from the proof of Theorem 4.4 in

[19] (see also [25], [26], [27]).

Proposition 2.3. A train track map f : τ → τ which represents a pseudo-

Anosov braid h can be decomposed into

17



f = ρ ◦ fL ◦ fL−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1

where fk : τk−1 → τk is an elementary folding map, ρ : τ → τ is an

isomorphism induced by a periodic braid (Dn, τ) → (Dn, τ), and τ = τ0 <

τ1 < · · · < τL = τ .

Remark 2.4. Proposition 2.3 is true for any graph map which induces a

free group automorphism by Stallings [27].

Proposition 2.5. If ρ◦fL ◦fL−1 ◦ · · · ◦f1 on τ represents a pseudo-Anosov

braid h on Dn, then h is unique up to conjugacy, multiplication by central

elements, and symmetry.

Proof. Since an elementary folding map is an inverse of a splitting move,

proposition follows from [19, Corollary 4.3].

The following is in [7, Lemma 2.2], see also [26]. Let Diff(M) denote the

topological group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of an oriented

manifold M which act as the identity on ∂M . For an oriented manifold M

and a positive integer n, let Diff(M,n) denote Diff(M, {q1, . . . , qn}), where

q1, . . . , qn are distinct points in the interior of M . This is the group of

diffeomorphisms of M that restrict to permutations of the set {q1, . . . , qn}.

Suppose n ≥ 4. Let S2 be a 2-sphere. Let D+ and D− be the northern

and southern hemispheres of S2, that is two disks in S2 such that D+ ∩

D− = ∂D+ = ∂D−. Suppose that q1, q2, . . . , qn are in D+, and qn+1 is in

D−. Then π0Diff(D+, n) is Bn. We can extend any h ∈ Diff(D+, n) to a
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diffeomorphism of the whole sphere by setting it to be identity on D−. Let

ψ : Bn → π0Diff(S2, n+1) be the homomorphism defined in this way. Then

ψ is an epimorphism with kernel generated by ∆2, where ∆2 is a Dehn twist

about a curve which is parallel to ∂D and < ∆2 > is the center of Bn. If

h ∈ Bn is a pseudo-Anosov braid, ψ(h) is a pseudo-Anosov diffeomorphism

with the same dilatation.

The following is in [22]. For a foliation on an oriented manifold M , we

can pick a line field along the foliation. Then for each k-prong singularity,

the winding number is 1 − k/2. If the line field is not orientable, we can

make a double branched covering branched over the odd prong singularities

so that the line field becomes a vector field. Let c be the number of odd

prong singularities of the foliation. Then by applying the Poincare-Hopf

index theorem to the double branched covering and dividing by 2, since the

Euler characteristic of the branched covering is 2χ(M)− c, we get χ(M) =
∑

k(1−k/2)nk where nk denotes the number of k-prong singularities. Hence,

when M = S2, we have 2 = χ(S2) =
∑

k(1 − k/2)nk.

Let’s consider the n + 1 setwise fixed points on S2 as punctures. Then

since one prong singularities can occur only at the punctures, the singularity

types of the train tracks on S2 with n + 1 setwise fixed points is finite by

the above formula. Hence the singularity types of the train tracks up to

multiplication by central elements on Dn is finite.

By the following lemma, given a singularity type, there are finitely many

standardly embedded train tracks up to diffeomorphisms on Dn.

Lemma 2.6. There are finitely many standardly embedded train tracks of
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Figure 5: Local models for train tracks in simplified folding automata

a given singularity type up to diffeomorphisms on a given surface.

Proof. We draw the infinitesimal polygons according to the singularity type.

The number of points where two real edges are tangent is determined by the

number of cusps on the boundary. Since the number of edges ((the num-

ber of vertices + the number of boundary cusps)/2) is finite, the possible

ways connecting end points of edges to the vertices of infinitesimal polygons

with some tangent conditions on cusps are finite. Local Models near the

infinitesimal polygons are in Figure 5.

By the above lemma and by the finiteness of the singularity types of the

train tracks up to multiplication by central elements on Dn, we have the

Theorem 2.7.

Theorem 2.7. There are finitely many diffeomorphism types of standardly

embedded train tracks on Dn.

By the finiteness of standardly embedded train tracks of a given singu-

larity type on Dn (Lemma 2.6), we can make following definition.

Definition. Given a singularity type on Dn, a graph whose vertices are dif-

feomorphism types of standardly embedded train tracks and whose directed
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edges are all the possible elementary folding maps on each diffeomorphism

type of standardly embedded train tracks is called a folding automaton.

Remark 2.8. An elementary folding map is a composition of two maps:

An expanding edge absorbs an expanding edge and an infinitesimal edge.

Theorem 2.9. Every conjugacy class of pseudo-Anosov braids up to multi-

plication by central elements and up to symmetry on Dn can be represented

by a closed oriented path in some folding automata.

Proof. This follows from the proposition 2.3 and the definition of a folding

automaton.

Remark 2.10. By adding some isomorphisms as arrows, we can actually

make folding automata which will generate all the conjugacy classes of

pseudo-Anosov braids up to multiplication by central elements on Dn.
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2.2 Dilatations

Let Dn be a unit disc with n punctures such that Dn has negative Euler

characteristic. Each pseudo-Anosov braid h preserves a pair of transversely

measured foliations Fu, F s such that h stretches along Fu by a constant

factor λ and contracts along F s by 1/λ. We call this λ as the dilatation

of h. We are interested in finding the minimum of all such λ′s. Since the

set of such λ′s on a given surface is discrete, the minimum can be realized

by pseudo-Anosov braids.

As we have mentioned in section 2.1, a pseudo-Anosov braid h on Dn

can be represented by a train track map f on an invariant train track τ ([19,

Theorem 4.1], [5]). Naturally, by the construction of τ , the dilatation of h

is the same as the spectral radius of the transition matrix M of f . Hence

this gives rise to Linear Algebra.

Recall that the entry mij of the transition matrix M of f equals the

number of times that the edge path f(ith edge) crosses the jth edge in

either direction.

From the Proposition 2.3, f can be decomposed into f = ρ ◦ fL ◦ fL−1 ◦

· · · ◦ f1 where fk : τk−1 → τk is an elementary folding map, ρ : τ → τ is an

isomorphism induced by a periodic surface braid (Dn, τ) → (Dn, τ), and

τ = τ0 < τ1 < . . . < τL = τ .

Recall that an elementary folding map is an inverse of a splitting move

on a surface. Suppose all the train tracks τk for 1 ≤ k ≤ L− 1 are labeled.
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An elementary folding map fk on Dn induces an elementary folding map

between train tracks τk−1 and τk for 1 ≤ k ≤ L − 1, and ρ ◦ fL induces a

train track map between τL−1 and τL = τ : Both fk and ρ◦fL map one edge

to an edge path of word length 2 and the other edges to edges. The entry

mk
ij of the incidence matrix Mk of fk : τk−1 → τk for 1 ≤ k ≤ L− 1 or of

ρ◦ fk for k = L equals the number of times that the edge path fk(ith edge)

or ρ ◦ fL(ith edge)crosses the jth edge in τk in either direction. Hence the

incidence matrix Mk is of the form (I+B)×P where I is an identity matrix,

P a permutation matrix, and B an elementary matrix. P depends on how

we label the train tracks.

Let Mk be the incident matrix of fk for 1 ≤ k ≤ L− 1 and of ρ ◦ fL for

k = L.

Theorem 2.11. The dilatation of a pseudo-Anosov braid h is the spectral

radius of M1M2 · · ·ML.

Proof. Let M1 = (m1
ij) and M2 = (m2

ij). Then M1M2 = (
∑

k m
1
ikm

2
kj),

and
∑

k m
1
ikm

2
kj is the number of times that the (f2 ◦ f1)(ith edge) crosses

the jth edge in τ2 in either direction (via edges in τ1). Suppose that the

entry mL−1
ij of M1M2 · · ·ML−1 is the number of times that the (fL−1 ◦fL−2◦

· · · ◦ f1)(ith edge) crosses the jth edge in τL−1 in either direction. Then

the entry mL
ij of M1M2 · · ·ML is the number of times that the (fL ◦ fL−1 ◦

· · · ◦ f1)(ith edge) crosses the jth edge in τL in either direction (via edges

in τL−1). Hence, by induction, M1M2 · · ·ML is the transition matrix of f .

Therefore, since the dilatation of h is the spectral radius of the transition
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matrix of f , the dilatation of h is the spectral radius of M1M2 · · ·ML.

So far, we have automata which will generate all the conjugacy classes

of pseudo-Anosov braids up to multiplication by central elements and up to

symmetry on Dn, and we know how to calculate the dilatation of a pseudo-

Anosov braid represented by a closed oriented path on an automaton. Note

that conjugating a pseudo-Anosov braid, multiplying a central element to

a pseudo-Anosov braid, or multiplying a braid which induces a symmetric

isomorphism on a train track to a pseudo-Anosov braid doesn’t change the

dilatation. Now, we will show that a long sequence of elementary folding

maps won’t give a small dilatation and we will show that some special words

can be eliminated to calculate the minimal dilatation.

Let M = (mij) be a Perron-Frobenius matrix and Md = (kij). There

is an oriented graph G associated to M: G has one vertex for each row of

M and has mij oriented edges from i to j. Note that kij is the number of

length d paths in G from i to j. Since M is Perron-Frobenius, for each pair

of vertices (i, j), there exists an oriented path from i to j.

The following lemma is proved by Song.

Lemma 2.12. Let M be a d× d Perron-Frobenius matrix with the spectral

radius λ > 1. Let |M | =
∑

i,j mij. Then

|M | ≤ λd + d− 1.

Proof. Let M = (mij) and Md = (kij). Let (vi) be an eigenvector of M
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corresponding to λ. Then (vi) is also an eigenvector of Md corresponding

to λd. Note that vi > 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. Let vp = minivi. Then

λdvp =
∑

j

kpjvj

≥ (
∑

j

kpj)vp since vj ≥ vp,

and hence

λd ≥ (
∑

j

kpj),

which means that the number of length d oriented paths in G starting from

p is less than or equal to λd.

Take a maximal oriented tree T ⊂ G starting from p. Since T is maxi-

mal, the number of vertices in T is d (Suppose not. Then there is a vertex

v not in T . As we have mentioned before, there is an oriented path β from

p to v. If we connect the first edge in β not in T except the starting point

to T , we will have a tree which is strictly bigger than T ; a contradiction)

and so the number of edges of T is d− 1. Note that there is a unique path

in T from p to each vertex. Note that any length d path starting from p

has edges not in T .

Now define a function

µ : {length d paths starting from p in G} → {edges in G not in T } by

µ(a length d path starting from p in G) = the first edge not in T .
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Then µ is a surjection since the starting point of each edge in G which is

not in T is connected to p by an oriented path in T with length at most

d− 1. Hence

λd ≥
∑

j

kpj ≥ the number of edges in G not in T = |M | − (d− 1).

Remark 2.13. From the lemma 2.12, if we know a braid with a small

dilatation λ, then to find the minimal dilatation, it suffices to look at the

braids whose associated transition matrix have the norm less than or equal

to λd + d − 1. Since an elementary folding map will increase the norm of

the associated transition matrix by at least one, from the above statement,

it suffices to look at the braids whose corresponding elementary folding

sequences have length less than or equal to λd + d− 1.

The following lemma will also give a way to bound lengths of elementary

folding sequences. The weak point here is that even if we can get a bound

on minimal traces, it does not automatically tell us a bound on the length

of elementary folding sequences. So we have to work out the bound on the

length of elementary folding maps case by case.

Lemma 2.14. Let M = {mij}(resp. N) be d × d matrix containing a

permutation matrix. Define

mintr(M) = minσ∈Perm(n)

∑
i

miσ(i)
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be the minimal trace of M . If mintr(M) > T , then tr(MN) > T and

mintr(MN) > T .

Proof. Since tr(MN) ≥ mintr(MN), it suffices to show thatmintr(MN) >

T . Since N = P +R where P is a permutation matrix and R > 0, MN =

MP +MR. Hence mintr(MN) ≥ mintr(MP ) = mintr(M) > T .

Remark 2.15. Lemma 2.14 tells us that if we add more circuits to the

original circuit, then we have a minimal trace which is bigger than or equal

to the original one. So, when we search for the braids whose dilatations are

smaller than λ and whose transition matrices are d × d, it suffices to look

at the set of closed oriented paths whose transition matrices have minimal

traces less than dλ. In fact, we can have a smaller minimal trace bound

using the following lemma and Mathematica.

The following lemma can be derived from the proof of [16, Theorem 3.3].

Lemma 2.16. Let h : Dn → Dn be a pseudo-Anosov braid with the dilata-

tion λ. Let θ : S2 → S2 be the extension of h as in Sec 2.1. Let F be the

double branched covering of S2 branched over the odd degree singularities of

the invariant foliation of θ so that the θ lifts and its foliations become vector

fields [10]. Let c be the number of odd degree singularities of the invariant

foliation of θ so that c > 0. Then λ is the spectral radius of a reciprocal

polynomial of degree c− 2.

Proof. Since h and θ have the same dilatation, and θ and the lift of θ, θ̃,

have the same dilatation, we will consider λ as the dilatation of θ̃. Then λ
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is the spectral radius of the characteristic polynomial ζ of θ̃∗ : H1(F ; Q) →

H1(F ; Q) ([22, Theorem 3.3]).

Since the Euler characteristic χ(F ) of F is 2χ(S2)−c, by solving 2χ(S2)−

c = 2 − 2g, the genus, g, of F is (c − 2)/2. Hence the rank of H1(F ; Q) is

c− 2, and therefore the degree of ζ is c− 2.

Now it remains to prove that ζ is reciprocal. Since θ̃ preserves the

intersection form on F , in homology Transpose(θ̃∗).J.θ̃∗ = J for a skew

symmetric J . So Transpose(θ̃∗) = J.θ̃−1
∗ .J−1. i.e. the inverse of θ̃∗ is

conjugate to its transpose. Hence by taking characteristic polynomials,

ζ(1/x) = x−c+2ζ(x) since det(θ̃∗) > 0.

Remark 2.17. Let’s assume that a singularity type of foliations is given

and keep the notation in Lemma 2.16. If a polynomial of given degree has

the spectral radius smaller than λ, then we can give a bound on each coef-

ficient of the polynomial. Since the dilatation of a pseudo-Anosov braid is

the spectral radius of a reciprocal polynomial of degree c−2 by Lemma 2.16,

if we want to find dilatations smaller than λ, we only need to look at the

reciprocal polynomials of degree c − 2 with appropriate bounds on coeffi-

cients. If we use Mathematica and examine the above polynomials, we get

an minimal trace bound which is less than an minimal trace bound (c−2)λ

(see 5.2).

Definition. Let M = {mij} and N = {nij} be two nonnegative d × d

matrices. We say M > N if mij ≥ nij for all i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., d} and strict

inequality holds for at least one entry. We say M and N have the same
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pattern, if they have the same positions of positive entries.

Lemma 2.18. Let M = (mij), N = (nij) be nonnegative matrices. Let

U = (uij), and V = (vij) be nonnegative matrices such that each matrix is

strictly bigger than a permutation matrix. Suppose M and N have the same

patten. Then UMV is Perron-Frobenius if and only if UNV is. Suppose

further that M > N and that UNV is Perron-Frobenius. Then the spectral

radius λUMV of UMV is strictly bigger than the spectral radius λUNV of

UNV .

Proof. Since M and N have the same pattern, UMV and UNV have the

same pattern. Hence UMV is Perron-Frobenius if and only if UNV is.

If M > N , then UM = U(N + R) = UN + UR for some R > 0.

Since U is strictly bigger than a permutation matrix and R > 0, UR > 0.

Hence UM > UN . Similarly, since UM > UN , UMV > UNV . Since

M and N have the same pattern and UNV is Perron-Frobenius, UMV is

Perron-Frobenius. Then since UMV > UNV and UMV and UNV are

Perron-Frobenius, λUMV > λUNV follows by Theorem 2.19.

Theorem 2.19 (Perron-Frobenius). Let T and L be two Perron-Frobenius

matrices such that T > L, then the spectral radius λT of T is strictly bigger

than the spectral radius λL of L.

Proof. Let t > 0 be a left eigenvector of T corresponding to λT and let l > 0

be a right eigenvector of L corresponding to λL. Then

T l > Ll = λLl.
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Hence

λT tl = tT l > λLtl.

So, λT > λL.

Remark 2.20. Let U (respectively V ) be a nonnegative matrix strictly

bigger than a permutation matrix. Each transition matrix corresponding to

a closed oriented path γ has the form P+R where P is a permutation matrix

and R > 0. Note that P r = I for some r > 0. If (P +R)N+r, and (P +R)N

have the same pattern for some N > 0 and if U(P + R)NV is Perron-

Frobenius, then since (P+R)N+r > (P+R)NP r = (P+R)N , λU(P+R)N+rV >

λU(P+R)N V by Lemma 2.18. Notice that (P +R)N+r+k and (P +R)N+k have

the same pattern and (P +R)N+r+k > (P + R)N+k for any k > 0. So that

if U(P + R)N+kV is Perron-Frobenius, λU(P+R)N+r+kV > λU(P+R)N+kV , by

Lemma 2.18. So, when we search for the minimal dilatation, it suffices to

search in the set of closed oriented paths that do not contain γN+r as a

subpath.
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3 4-braids

Let D4 be a four punctured unit disk. Let h : D4 → D4 be a pseudo-Anosov

braid. Let F be its invariant measured foliation.

The following theorem is in [25] or [26] but the proof there contains

an error. In this section we will prove the following theorem by correcting

the error. Roughly speaking, the erroneous statement in [25, Lemma 4.1,

4.2] or [26, Lemma 3, 4] is that if we follow an automaton and obtain a

pseudo-Anosov braid, then the next pseudo-Anosov braid that we can get

will have a strictly bigger dilatation than the former one. We will correct

the error by using a bound on the length of elementary folding maps since

a long sequence of elementary folding maps won’t give a small dilatation as

we have seen in Sec 2.2.

Theorem 3.1. The minimal dilatation of 4-braids is the largest zero of

x4 − 2x3 − 2x+ 1 which is approximately 2.29663 and which can be realized

by σ−1
1 σ−1

2 σ3.

As we have mentioned in Section 2.1, h can be extended to a pseudo-

Anosov homeomorphism on a 2-sphere S2. We will denote the correspond-

ing invariant foliation as F , too. Then the formula 2 = χ(S2) = Σk(1 −

k/2)nk where nk denotes the number of k-prong singularities, says that

there are exactly two singularity types of F in S2: case (1) F has four

punctured 1-prong singularities and one punctured 2-prong singularity, and

case (2) F has five punctured 1-prong singularities and one non-punctured

3-prong singularity.
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Therefore, in D4 up to multiplication by central elements, case (1) cor-

responds to either (i) four punctured 1-prong singularities and a bigon on

the boundary or (ii) three punctured 1-prong singularities, one punctured 2-

prong singularity and a monogon on the boundary and case (2) corresponds

to four punctured 1-prong singularities and a monogon on the boundary.

Recall that a pseudo-Anosov braid and the corresponding pseudo-Anosov

homeomorphism on a sphere have the same dilatation.

In case (1), by taking a double branched covering branched over the

odd prong singularities as we did in Lemma 2.16, h can be extended to an

Anosov homeomorphism on a torus, so the dilatation can not be smaller

than the largest zero of x2 − 3x + 1 which is approximately 2.61803 and

which is strictly bigger than the largest zero of x4 − 2x3 − 2x+ 1 . Hence,

to prove Theorem 3.1, we only need to prove the following Theorm 3.2.

Theorem 3.2. The minimal dilatation of pseudo-Anosov 4-braids corre-

sponding to case (2) is the largest zero of x4 −2x3 −2x+1 which is approx-

imately 2.29663 and which can be realized by σ−1
1 σ−1

2 σ3.

Lemma 3.3. There are three different standardly embedded diffeomorphism

types of train tracks corresponding to case (2). Hence, up to conjugacy, up

to multiplication by central elements, and up to symmetry, any pseudo-

Anosov 4-braid corresponding to case (2) can be represented as a closed

oriented path in the folding automaton in Figure 6(or 7).

Proof. Using the method in the proof of Lemma 2.6, up to multiplication

by central elements, we have three different standardly embedded diffeo-
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Figure 6: A simplified folding automaton for pseudo-Anosov 4-braids with
a 3-prong singularity I

morphism types of train tracks corresponding to case (2) as in Figure 6(or

7) in D4. Hence we have three different standardly embedded diffeomor-

phism types of train tracks corresponding to case (2) as in Figure 6(or 7)

in D4 because a central element is a diffeomorphism. Observe that each

of three train tracks has one cusp on its boundary. Hence, on each train

track, there are two possible folding maps: Given an adjacent pair of edges

on a train track with a cusp between them, there are two possible folding

maps depending on which edge has the image of word length two. All the

possible edges are drawn in Figure 6(or 7). Hence, by Theorem 2.9, up

to conjugacy, up to multiplication by central elements, and up to symme-

try, any pseudo-Anosov 4-braid of case (2) can be represented as a closed

oriented path in the folding automaton in Figure 6(or 7).

Remark 3.4. Lemma 3.3 can be proved with a paper and a pencil. In

Appendix 5.1, Lemma 3.3 is proved by using Mathematica. We can easily
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Figure 7: A simplified folding automaton for pseudo-Anosov 4-braids with
a 3-prong singularity II

modify this program to make the automata for 5 and 6 braids.

Let (i, j) be the elementary folding map from track i to track j or the

elementary folding map from track i to track j followed by an isomorphism

if necessary. Let Mij be the incidence matrix of (i, j).

Any pseudo-Anosov braid represented by a closed oriented path in the

automaton in Figure 6 can be associated with the following form. Following

form is based on the fact that if a pseudo-Anosov braid is not represented

by a repetition of (2, 2) or (3, 3), it can be represented by a closed oriented

path starting from track 1 [19, proof of theorem 4.4].

φ = Πα∈NJα,

Jα = (Πi∈N((1, 2)(2, 1))aαi(1, 2)bαi (2, 2)cαi (2, 1)dαi )

×(Πj∈N((1, 3)(3, 1))eαj (1, 3)fαj (3, 3)gαj (3, 1)hαj )

Where

aαi
, cαi

, eαj
, gαj

∈ {0} ∪ N and bαi
= dαi

, fαj
= hαj

∈ {0, 1}
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And each of the above can be associated with the following matrix mul-

tiplication.

(Πi∈N(M12 ×M21)
aαi (M12)

bαi (M22)
cαi (M21)

dαi )

×(Πj∈N(M13 ×M31)
eαj (M13)

fαj (M33)
gαj (M31)

hαj ),

where

M12 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

M13 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

M21 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,
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M22 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

M31 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

and

M33 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

We use Lemma 2.18 or Remark 2.20 to deduce the following lemma.

Due to the following lemma, we can cut out paths containing some special

paths when we try to find out the minimal dilatation.

Lemma 3.5. When we search for the minimal dilatation of 4-braids of case

(2), we only need to search in the set of closed oriented paths that do not

contain (2, 2)2, (3, 3)2, ((1, 2)(2, 1))6, and ((1, 3)(3, 1))6 as subpaths.

Proof. Since M22 (resp. M33) contains an identity matrix and M22 (resp.

M33) and M2
22 (resp. M2

33) have the same pattern, by the Remark 2.20, we
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only need to search in the set of closed oriented paths that do not contain

(2, 2)2, (3, 3)2 as subpaths.

Since (1, 2)(2, 1) (resp. (1, 3)(3, 1)) contains a permutation matrix of

order 3 and ((1, 2)(2, 1))3 (resp. ((1, 3)(3, 1))3) and ((1, 2)(2, 1))6 (resp.

((1, 3)(3, 1))6) have the same pattern, we only need to search in the set of

closed oriented paths that do not contain ((1, 2)(2, 1))6, and ((1, 3)(3, 1))6

as subpaths.

Remark 3.6. Using Lemma 3.5, to find out the minimal dilatation, we

only need to consider when cαi
, gαj

∈ {0, 1} and aαi
, eαj

∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.

So, when bαi
= dαi

= 1(resp. fαj
= hαj

= 1), to find the minimal dilatation,

we only need to consider when cαi
(resp. gαj

) = 1 for all α, i, j.

Therefore, if we let A = M12 × M21, B = M12 × M22 × M21, C =

M13 ×M31, and D = M13 ×M33 ×M31, then, since M22 or M33 are not

Perron-Frobenius, the associated matrix Φ of φ whose dilatation can be the

minimal is a product of A,B,C,D where the powers of A and C are at most

5. The A, B, C, and D are

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0

0 1 2 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0

0 0 2 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,
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B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 2 0

0 2 3 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 1 0

0 1 3 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

C =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 2

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

D =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

2 0 0 3

1 0 0 2

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 3

1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Method I : Since, up to conjugacy, up to multiplica-

tion by central elements, and up to symmetry, any pseudo-Anosov 4-braid

of case (2) can be represented by a closed oriented path in the folding au-

tomaton in Figure 6 by Lemma 3.3, and since conjugating a pseudo-Anosov

braid, multiplying central elements to a pseudo-Anosov braid, or multiply-

ing a braid which induces a symmetric isomorphism on a train track to a

pseudo-Anosov braid doesn’t change the dilatation, we only need to exam-

ine the braids represented by closed oriented paths in the folding automaton

in Figure 6. The braid σ−1
1 σ−1

2 σ3 represented by (1, 2)(2, 2)(2, 1) in the fold-

ing automaton in Figure 6, hence associated to M12 ×M22 ×M21, has the
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dilatation 2.29663.... If a braid represented by a closed oriented path in the

folding automaton in Figure 6 has a smaller dilatation than 2.29663..., since

all the transition matrices are 4 × 4, the associated matrix has to have the

trace smaller than 4×2.29663 < 10. We can sharpen the trace bound using

Lemma 2.16. Since the number of odd degree singularities of case (2) is 6 in

S2, the dilatations corresponding to case (2) is the spectral radius of a re-

ciprocal polynomial of degree 4. Using Mathematica (Appendix 5.2), if we

find polynomials each of whose spectral radius is less than 2.3 among recip-

rocal polynomials x4+a1x
3+a2x

2+a1x+1 with |a1| ≤ 10 and |a2| ≤ 22, we

can find only 5 polynomials and each of five polynomials has trace less than

or equal to 3. Hence by Lemma 2.14, and Mathematica (Appendix 5.3),

we can find out that if the length of an arbitrary matrix mulitplication of

A,B,C, and D is greater than 8, the minimal trace (hence, trace) of the

multiplied matrix is greater than 3.

So, to find out the minimal dilatation, we only need to check each closed

oriented path whose length of the matrix multiplications of A, B, C, and

D is less than or equal to 8 with some restrictions. Again using Mathemat-

ica(Appendix 5.3), we can show that the largest zero of x4 − 2x3 − 2x+ 1

which is approximately 2.29663... is the minimal with the associated matrix

B or D. The matrix B corresponds to the braid σ−1
1 σ−1

2 σ3 and the matrix

D corresponds to the braid σ3σ2σ
−1
1 .

Method II : As in Method I, we only need to examine the braids repre-

sented by closed oriented paths in the folding automaton in Figure 7. If a

braid represented by a closed path in the folding automaton in Figure 7 has a
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smaller dilatation than 2.29663..., since all the transition matrices are 4×4,

the associated matrix has to have the norm smaller than 2.34 + 4 − 1 ≤ 31

by Lemma 2.12. Using Mathematica [24], we can show that the largest

zero of x4 − 2x3 − 2x+ 1 which is approximately 2.29663... is the minimal

dilatation.
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4 5-braids

Let D5 be a five punctured unit disk. Let h : D5 → D5 be a pseudo-Anosov

braid. Let F be its invariant measured foliation.

Following theorem is in [25] but since the proof has the same strategy as

that of 4-braids, it automatically contains an error. We prove the following

theorem using bounds on the length of the elementary folding maps. We

give a proof which uses more automata than [25].

Theorem 4.1. The minimal dilatation of 5-braids is the largest zero of

x4 − x3 − x2 − x + 1 which is approximately 1.72208 and which can be

realized by σ1σ2σ3σ4σ1σ2.

As we have mentioned in Section 2.1, h can be extended to a pseudo-

Anosov homeomorphism on a 2-sphere S2. We will denote the correspond-

ing invariant foliation as F , too. Then the formula 2 = χ(S2) = Σk(1 −

k/2)nk where nk denotes the number of k-prong singularities, says that

there are exactly five singularity types of F in S2 as follows.

• Case 1: F has six punctured 1-prong singularities and one non-punctured

4-prong singularity.

• Case 2: F has six punctured 1-prong singularities and two non-punctured

3-prong singularities.

• Case 3: F has five punctured 1-prong singularities and one punctured

3-prong singularity.

• Case 4: F has five punctured 1-prong singularities, one punctured 2-prong

singularity, and one non-punctured three prong singularity.
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• Case 5: F has four punctured 1-prong singularities and two punctured

2-prong singularities.

Therefore, in D5 up to multiplication by central elements we have the

following.

• Case 1 corresponds to five punctured 1-prong singularities, one non-

punctured 4-prong singularity, and a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 2 corresponds to five punctured 1-prong singularities, two non-

punctured three prong singularities, and a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 3 corresponds to either (i) five punctured 1-prong singularities and a

trigon on the boundary or four punctured 1-prong singularities, one punc-

tured 3-prong singularity, and a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 4 corresponds to either (i) five punctured 1-prong singularities, one

non-punctured three prong singularity, and a bigon on the boundary or (ii)

four punctured 1-prong singularities, one punctured 2-prong singularity and

a monogon on the boundary.

• Case 5 corresponds to either (i) four punctured 1-prong singularities, one

punctured 2-prong singularity and a bigon on the boundary or (ii) three

punctured 1-prong singularities, two punctured 2-prong singularities, and a

monogon on the boundary.

Recall that a pseudo-Anosov braid and the corresponding pseudo-Anosov

homeomorphism on a sphere have the same dilatation.
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In Case 5, by taking a double branched covering branched over the odd

prong singularities as we did in Lemma 2.16, h can be extended to an

Anosov homeomorphism on a torus, so the dilatation can not be smaller

than the largest zero of x2 − 3x + 1 which is approximately 2.61803 and

which is strictly bigger than the largest zero of x4 − x3 − x2 − x + 1. In

Case 4, since the number of 2-prong singularities and the number of 3-

prong singularities are both one, the 2-prong singularity and the 3-prong

singularity are fixed points and hence they can be considered as either

punctured or non-punctured. Therefore Case 4 is the same as Case 3. In

fact, calculations using Mathematica show that Case 3 and Case 4 have

the same minimal dilatation. We include here the calculation for Case 3.

Hence, to prove Theorem 4.1, we need to calculate the minimal dilatations

of Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3.

Lemma 4.2. If a pseudo-Anosov 5-braid has an invariant foliation corre-

sponding to Case 1, then its dilatation is no less than the largest zero of

x4 − 3x3 + 3x2 − 3x + 1 which is approximately 2.15372 and which can be

realized by σ4σ3σ2σ
−1
1 .

Proof. Using similar program to that of 4 braids, we find that there are three

different standardly embedded diffeomorphism types of train tracks in D5

and we can make an automaton. There are two emanating edges on each

standardly embedded train track. Using Mathematica [24] and Lemma 2.12,

in the set of closed oriented paths up to length 2.25 + (5 − 1) < 56 in the

automaton, we find that the largest zero of x4 − 3x3 + 3x2 − 3x + 1 is the
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minimal dilatation and which is approximately 2.15372 and which can be

realized by σ4σ3σ2σ
−1
1 .

Here we use a notation which encodes an elementary folding matrix or

an elementary folding matrix composed by an isomorphism if necessary.

Each arrow is associated with a permutation i1i2i3i4i5i6 and a rule m → n

meaning that under the elementary folding map, the edge j maps to ij for

j = m, and m maps to im · n.

Theorem 4.3. If a pseudo-Anosov 5-braid has an invariant foliation cor-

responding to Case 2, then its dilatation is no less than the largest zero of

x6 − x5 − 4x3 − x + 1 which is approximately 2.01536 and which can be

realized by σ4σ3σ
−1
1 σ−1

2 .

Proof. Using similar program to that of 4 braids, we find that there are

nine different standardly embedded diffeomorphism types of train tracks

in D5 and we can make an automaton in Figure 8. Using Mathematica

[24], Lemma 2.12, and Lemma 2.18 (or Remark 2.20), in the set of closed

oriented paths up to length 2.026 + 5 < 73 not having
(

123564
1→4

· 123456
1→4

)6
,

(
123456
4→1

· 312456
4→3

)6
, and second iterates of length 1 closed oriented path as

subpaths, we conclude that the largest zero of x6 − x5 − 4x3 − x+ 1 is the

minimal dilatation and which is approximately 2.01536 and which can be

realized by σ4σ3σ
−1
1 σ−1

2 .

Lemma 4.4. If a pseudo-Anosov 5-braid has an invariant foliation cor-

responding to Case 3, then its dilatation is no less than the largest zero of
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Figure 8: A folding automaton for 5-braids corresponding to Case 2
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Figure 9: Train tracks for pseudo-Anosov 5-braids corresponding to Case 3

x4−x3−x2−x+1 which is approximately 1.72208 and which can be realized

by σ1σ2σ3σ4σ1σ2.

Proof. As we have seen, there are two types of train tracks corresponding

to Case 3 in D5: type (i) and type (ii). Since the number of 3-prong

singularities is one, the 3-prong singularity has to be fixed in both type (i)

and type (ii). Since type (ii) also fixes a 1-prong singularity, lifted type (ii)

in S2 is contained in lifted type (i) in S2. Hence we may assume that all

the train tracks are type (i).

Using similar program to that of 4 braids, we find that there are eleven

different standardly embedded diffeomorphism types of train tracks in D5

(Figure 9) and we can make an automaton. There are fifty arrows in the

automaton, which are too many to be drawn in a figure in this thesis. Using
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Mathematica [24] and Lemma 2.12, in the set of closed oriented paths up

to length (1.72208)4 + (4 − 1) < 12 in the folding automaton, we conclude

that the largest zero of x4 −x3 −x2 −x+1 which is approximately 1.72208

is the minimal dilatation and which can be realized by σ1σ2σ3σ4σ1σ2.

Remark 4.5. By taking double branched coverings branched over odd-

prong singularities, we can prove Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4 without mak-

ing automata [29]; the dilatation of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism with

an orientable invariant foliation on a closed genus 2 surface, is no less than

the largest zero of x4 − x3 − x2 − x+ 1.

Now we can see that Theorem 4.1 was proved.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Standardly embedded train tracks of 4-braids cor-

responding to case (2)

From the following program we can make the automaton in Figure 6. We

can easily modify this program and make the automata for 5 and 6 braids.

Notice that each train track has four real edges. We name the four edges:

a0 (resp. a1, a2, a3) in the following program corresponds to 1 (resp.

2, 3, 4) in Figure 6. Notice that each standardly embeded train track has

four infinitesimal monogons, one trigon, and a cusp where two real edges are

tangent. Notice also that each diffeomophism type of standardly embedded

train tracks is decided by the local informations: which number of edges

are attached to which infinitesimal polygons and where the cusp on which

two real edges are tangent is. To find out all the possible diffeomorphism

types of standardly embedded train tracks, we first consider all the possible

ways that we can connect the four real edges to the vertices of infinitesimal

polygons with one tangent condition, and then we decide if two of them are

equal or not by renumbering the edges using boundary words.

We get 3 different diffeomophism types of standardly embedded train

tracks. The representatives we have chosen are:

{{{a0}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a3, a2, a1, k}},

{{a0}, {a1}, {a3}, {a0, a2, a1}, {a2, a3, k}},

{{a0}, {a1}, {a3}, {a0, a2, a1}, {a2, k, a3}}}.
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{{{a0}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a3, a2, a1, k}} corresponds to train track 1 in

Figure 6. {a0}, {a1}, {a2}, and {a3} represent infinitesimal monogons with

number 1, 2, 3, and 4 real edges attached respectively, and {a0, a3, a2, a1, k}

represents a infinitesimal trigon with number 1, 4, 3 and 2 real edges at-

tached in the given order with the noninfinitesimal boundary cusp between

number 2 and 1 edges.

Now we will explain how the elementary folding matrix (or elementary

folding matrix composed by an isomorphism if necessary) from track 1 to

track 2 is made. The elementary folding map is that number 2 edge has

image 2 and 1. This corresponds to dropping a1, k in {a0, · · · , a1, k} and at-

taching a1,k to {a0} so that we have {a0, a3, a2} and {a1, k, a0}. The train

track we have is {{a0, a1, k}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a3, a2}} with the corre-

sponding folding matrix {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}}, but

this is not the one of the representatives that we have chosen. So, we

change it to a representative using the boundary word so that we have the

train track {{a0}, {a1}, {a3}, {a0, a2, a1}, {a2, a3, k}}. This corresponds to

either renaming the edges or renaming and an isomorphism. The corre-

sponding matrix is {{{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}}}. So the

elementary folding matrix (or elementary folding matrix composed by an

isomorphism if necessary) is
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{{1, 0, 0, 0}, {1, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}}

× {{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}}

= {{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}}.

The other cases are similar.

The input is the following.

base = {{a0}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a1, a2}};base = {{a0}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a1, a2}};base = {{a0}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a1, a2}};

dbase = Delete[base, 4];dbase = Delete[base, 4];dbase = Delete[base, 4];

calcperi[dtrack , t ]:=Module[{p},calcperi[dtrack , t ]:=Module[{p},calcperi[dtrack , t ]:=Module[{p},

Clear[pos, peri];Clear[pos, peri];Clear[pos, peri];

pos[1] = {1, 1};pos[1] = {1, 1};pos[1] = {1, 1};

peri[1] = Extract[dtrack, pos[1]];peri[1] = Extract[dtrack, pos[1]];peri[1] = Extract[dtrack, pos[1]];

Do[Do[Do[

p = Flatten[Position[Delete[dtrack, pos[i− 1]],p = Flatten[Position[Delete[dtrack, pos[i− 1]],p = Flatten[Position[Delete[dtrack, pos[i− 1]],

peri[i− 1]]];peri[i− 1]]];peri[i− 1]]];

pos[i] = {p[[1]], If[p[[2]] == 1,Length[dtrack[[p[[1]]]]],pos[i] = {p[[1]], If[p[[2]] == 1,Length[dtrack[[p[[1]]]]],pos[i] = {p[[1]], If[p[[2]] == 1,Length[dtrack[[p[[1]]]]],

p[[2]] − 1]}; peri[i] = Extract[dtrack, pos[i]],p[[2]] − 1]}; peri[i] = Extract[dtrack, pos[i]],p[[2]] − 1]}; peri[i] = Extract[dtrack, pos[i]],

{i, 2, t}]; Table[peri[i], {i, 1, t}]]{i, 2, t}]; Table[peri[i], {i, 1, t}]]{i, 2, t}]; Table[peri[i], {i, 1, t}]]

calboun[rotperiph , t ]:=Module[{q, boun},calboun[rotperiph , t ]:=Module[{q, boun},calboun[rotperiph , t ]:=Module[{q, boun},
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Do[boun[1] = First[rotperiph[[j]]];Do[boun[1] = First[rotperiph[[j]]];Do[boun[1] = First[rotperiph[[j]]];

q[1] = rotperiph[[j]];q[1] = rotperiph[[j]];q[1] = rotperiph[[j]];

Do[Do[Do[

q[i] = Delete[q[i− 1],q[i] = Delete[q[i− 1],q[i] = Delete[q[i− 1],

Flatten[Position[Delete[q[i− 1], i− 1],Flatten[Position[Delete[q[i− 1], i− 1],Flatten[Position[Delete[q[i− 1], i− 1],

q[i− 1][[i− 1]]]] + 1];q[i− 1][[i− 1]]]] + 1];q[i− 1][[i− 1]]]] + 1];

boun[i] = Extract[q[i], i], {i, 2, t/2}];boun[i] = Extract[q[i], i], {i, 2, t/2}];boun[i] = Extract[q[i], i], {i, 2, t/2}];

m[j] = Table[boun[i], {i, 1, t/2}], {j, 1, t}];m[j] = Table[boun[i], {i, 1, t/2}], {j, 1, t}];m[j] = Table[boun[i], {i, 1, t/2}], {j, 1, t}];

Table[m[j], {j, 1, t}]]Table[m[j], {j, 1, t}]]Table[m[j], {j, 1, t}]]

calnor[t , x ]:=Module[{y, p},Clear[y, p];calnor[t , x ]:=Module[{y, p},Clear[y, p];calnor[t , x ]:=Module[{y, p},Clear[y, p];

y = Table[ReplaceAll[track[x],y = Table[ReplaceAll[track[x],y = Table[ReplaceAll[track[x],

{calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]] → a0,{calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]] → a0,{calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]] → a0,

calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]] → a1,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]] → a1,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]] → a1,

calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]] → a2,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]] → a2,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]] → a2,

calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]] → a3}], {j, 1, t}];calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]] → a3}], {j, 1, t}];calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]] → a3}], {j, 1, t}];

p[x] =p[x] =p[x] =

First[First[First[

Sort[Sort[Sort[

Table[Table[Table[

Sort[Sort[Sort[

Table[Table[Table[

First[Sort[Table[RotateLeft[y[[j, r]], i],First[Sort[Table[RotateLeft[y[[j, r]], i],First[Sort[Table[RotateLeft[y[[j, r]], i],

{i, 1,Length[y[[j, r]]]}]]],{i, 1,Length[y[[j, r]]]}]]],{i, 1,Length[y[[j, r]]]}]]],
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{r, 1,Length[track[x]]}]], {j, 1, t}]]]]{r, 1,Length[track[x]]}]], {j, 1, t}]]]]{r, 1,Length[track[x]]}]], {j, 1, t}]]]]

calnorFold[t , x ]:=calnorFold[t , x ]:=calnorFold[t , x ]:=

Module[{y, p},Module[{y, p},Module[{y, p},

y =y =y =

Table[Table[Table[

{ReplaceAll[track[x],{ReplaceAll[track[x],{ReplaceAll[track[x],

{calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]] → a0,{calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]] → a0,{calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]] → a0,

calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]] → a1,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]] → a1,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]] → a1,

calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]] → a2,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]] → a2,calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]] → a2,

calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]] → a3}],calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]] → a3}],calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]] → a3}],

n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]], a0]+n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]], a0]+n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 1]], a0]+

n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]], a1]+n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]], a1]+n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 2]], a1]+

n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]], a2]+n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]], a2]+n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 3]], a2]+

n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]], a3]/.n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]], a3]/.n[calboun[rotperiph[x], t][[j, 4]], a3]/.

{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}}, {j, 1, t}];{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}}, {j, 1, t}];{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}}, {j, 1, t}];

p[x] =p[x] =p[x] =

First[First[First[

Sort[Sort[Sort[

Table[Table[Table[

Append[Append[Append[

Sort[Sort[Sort[

Table[Table[Table[

First[Sort[Table[RotateLeft[y[[j, 1, r]], i],First[Sort[Table[RotateLeft[y[[j, 1, r]], i],First[Sort[Table[RotateLeft[y[[j, 1, r]], i],
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{i, 1,Length[y[[j, 1, r]]]}]]],{i, 1,Length[y[[j, 1, r]]]}]]],{i, 1,Length[y[[j, 1, r]]]}]]],

{r, 1,Length[track[x]] − 1}]], y[[j, 2]]],{r, 1,Length[track[x]] − 1}]], y[[j, 2]]],{r, 1,Length[track[x]] − 1}]], y[[j, 2]]],

{j, 1, t}]]]]{j, 1, t}]]]]{j, 1, t}]]]]

Module[{p},Module[{p},Module[{p},

Do[Do[Do[

p[i] =p[i] =p[i] =

Table[Insert[Insert[Insert[dbase, k, {i, j}], a3, {i, j}],Table[Insert[Insert[Insert[dbase, k, {i, j}], a3, {i, j}],Table[Insert[Insert[Insert[dbase, k, {i, j}], a3, {i, j}],

{a3}, 4], {j, 1,Length[dbase[[i]]]}], {i, 1, 4}];{a3}, 4], {j, 1,Length[dbase[[i]]]}], {i, 1, 4}];{a3}, 4], {j, 1,Length[dbase[[i]]]}], {i, 1, 4}];

t31 = Flatten[Table[p[i], {i, 1, 4}], 1]];t31 = Flatten[Table[p[i], {i, 1, 4}], 1]];t31 = Flatten[Table[p[i], {i, 1, 4}], 1]];

Module[{p},Module[{p},Module[{p},

Do[Do[Do[

p[i] =p[i] =p[i] =

Table[Insert[Insert[Insert[dbase, k, {i,−j}], a3, {i,−j}],Table[Insert[Insert[Insert[dbase, k, {i,−j}], a3, {i,−j}],Table[Insert[Insert[Insert[dbase, k, {i,−j}], a3, {i,−j}],

{a3}, 4], {j, 1,Length[dbase[[i]]]}], {i, 1, 4}];{a3}, 4], {j, 1,Length[dbase[[i]]]}], {i, 1, 4}];{a3}, 4], {j, 1,Length[dbase[[i]]]}], {i, 1, 4}];

t32 = Flatten[Table[p[i], {i, 1, 4}], 1]; ]t32 = Flatten[Table[p[i], {i, 1, 4}], 1]; ]t32 = Flatten[Table[p[i], {i, 1, 4}], 1]; ]

pretrack = Union[Flatten[{t31, t32}, 1]];pretrack = Union[Flatten[{t31, t32}, 1]];pretrack = Union[Flatten[{t31, t32}, 1]];

Module[{track, dtrack},Module[{track, dtrack},Module[{track, dtrack},

Do[track[x] = pretrack[[x]];Do[track[x] = pretrack[[x]];Do[track[x] = pretrack[[x]];

dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];

If[Length[Union[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8]]] == 4,If[Length[Union[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8]]] == 4,If[Length[Union[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8]]] == 4,

pretrack[[x]] = pretrack[[x]], pretrack[[x]] = {}]; ,pretrack[[x]] = pretrack[[x]], pretrack[[x]] = {}]; ,pretrack[[x]] = pretrack[[x]], pretrack[[x]] = {}]; ,
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{x, 1,Length[pretrack]}];{x, 1,Length[pretrack]}];{x, 1,Length[pretrack]}];

retrack = Delete[pretrack,Position[pretrack, {}]]];retrack = Delete[pretrack,Position[pretrack, {}]]];retrack = Delete[pretrack,Position[pretrack, {}]]];

For[x = 1, x ≤ Length[retrack], x++, track[x] = retrack[[x]];For[x = 1, x ≤ Length[retrack], x++, track[x] = retrack[[x]];For[x = 1, x ≤ Length[retrack], x++, track[x] = retrack[[x]];

dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];

rotperiph[x] = Table[RotateLeft[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8], i],rotperiph[x] = Table[RotateLeft[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8], i],rotperiph[x] = Table[RotateLeft[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8], i],

{i, 1, 8}]];{i, 1, 8}]];{i, 1, 8}]];

Print[Print[Print[

"All diffeomorphism types of standardly embedded"All diffeomorphism types of standardly embedded"All diffeomorphism types of standardly embedded

train tracks are "];train tracks are "];train tracks are "];

Print[Print[Print[

preinput4 =preinput4 =preinput4 =

Union[Table[calnor[8, x], {x, 1,Length[retrack]}]]]Union[Table[calnor[8, x], {x, 1,Length[retrack]}]]]Union[Table[calnor[8, x], {x, 1,Length[retrack]}]]]

Do[n[i, j] = Table[If[And[l == i,m == j], 1, 0], {l, 1, 4},Do[n[i, j] = Table[If[And[l == i,m == j], 1, 0], {l, 1, 4},Do[n[i, j] = Table[If[And[l == i,m == j], 1, 0], {l, 1, 4},

{m, 1, 4}], {i, 1, 4}, {j, 1, 4}];{m, 1, 4}], {i, 1, 4}, {j, 1, 4}];{m, 1, 4}], {i, 1, 4}, {j, 1, 4}];

Do[Do[m[i, j] = n[i, j] + IdentityMatrix[4], {j, 1, 4}],Do[Do[m[i, j] = n[i, j] + IdentityMatrix[4], {j, 1, 4}],Do[Do[m[i, j] = n[i, j] + IdentityMatrix[4], {j, 1, 4}],

{i, 1, 4}];{i, 1, 4}];{i, 1, 4}];

Module[{train, p0, p, p1, w, u, q, r, s},Module[{train, p0, p, p1, w, u, q, r, s},Module[{train, p0, p, p1, w, u, q, r, s},

Do[train[x] = preinput4[[x]];Do[train[x] = preinput4[[x]];Do[train[x] = preinput4[[x]];

Do[If[MemberQ[train[x][[i]], k],Do[If[MemberQ[train[x][[i]], k],Do[If[MemberQ[train[x][[i]], k],

Do[p0 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] == 1,Do[p0 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] == 1,Do[p0 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] == 1,
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Length[train[x][[i]]],Length[train[x][[i]]],Length[train[x][[i]]],

Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] − 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] − 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] − 1];

p = Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]];p = Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]];p = Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]];

p1 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]]==p1 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]]==p1 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]]==

Length[train[x][[i]]], 1,Length[train[x][[i]]], 1,Length[train[x][[i]]], 1,

Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] + 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] + 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] + 1];

w = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}, {i, p1}}];w = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}, {i, p1}}];w = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}, {i, p1}}];

u = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}}];u = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}}];u = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}}];

s[x, i, j] =s[x, i, j] =s[x, i, j] =

Append[Append[Append[

Insert[Insert[u,Insert[Insert[u,Insert[Insert[u,

train[x][[i, p0]]train[x][[i, p0]]train[x][[i, p0]]

, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[1]],

Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[2]] + 1}]Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[2]] + 1}]Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[2]] + 1}]

,,,

train[x][[i, p]]train[x][[i, p]]train[x][[i, p]]

, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[1]],

Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[2]] + 2}],Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[2]] + 2}],Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p1]]]][[2]] + 2}],

m[train[x][[i, p0]], train[x][[i, p1]]]/.m[train[x][[i, p0]], train[x][[i, p1]]]/.m[train[x][[i, p0]], train[x][[i, p1]]]/.

{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}],{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}],{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}],

{j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}];{j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}];{j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}];

q[x, i] = Table[s[x, i, j], {j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}],q[x, i] = Table[s[x, i, j], {j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}],q[x, i] = Table[s[x, i, j], {j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}],

q[x, i] = {}], {i, 1, 5}];q[x, i] = {}], {i, 1, 5}];q[x, i] = {}], {i, 1, 5}];

r[x] = Union[Flatten[Table[q[x, i], {i, 1, 5}], 1]],r[x] = Union[Flatten[Table[q[x, i], {i, 1, 5}], 1]],r[x] = Union[Flatten[Table[q[x, i], {i, 1, 5}], 1]],
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{x, 1, 3}]; laftertrack = Table[r[x], {x, 1, 3}]];{x, 1, 3}]; laftertrack = Table[r[x], {x, 1, 3}]];{x, 1, 3}]; laftertrack = Table[r[x], {x, 1, 3}]];

Module[{train, p0, p, p1, w, u, q, r, s},Module[{train, p0, p, p1, w, u, q, r, s},Module[{train, p0, p, p1, w, u, q, r, s},

Do[train[x] = preinput4[[x]];Do[train[x] = preinput4[[x]];Do[train[x] = preinput4[[x]];

Do[If[MemberQ[train[x][[i]], k],Do[If[MemberQ[train[x][[i]], k],Do[If[MemberQ[train[x][[i]], k],

Do[p0 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] == 1,Do[p0 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] == 1,Do[p0 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] == 1,

Length[train[x][[i]]],Length[train[x][[i]]],Length[train[x][[i]]],

Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] − 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] − 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] − 1];

p = Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]];p = Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]];p = Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]];

p1 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]]==p1 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]]==p1 = If[Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]]==

Length[train[x][[i]]], 1,Length[train[x][[i]]], 1,Length[train[x][[i]]], 1,

Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] + 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] + 1];Flatten[Position[train[x][[i]], k]][[j]] + 1];

w = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}, {i, p1}}];w = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}, {i, p1}}];w = Delete[train[x], {{i, p0}, {i, p}, {i, p1}}];

u = Delete[train[x], {{i, p}, {i, p1}}];u = Delete[train[x], {{i, p}, {i, p1}}];u = Delete[train[x], {{i, p}, {i, p1}}];

s[x, i, j] =s[x, i, j] =s[x, i, j] =

Append[Append[Append[

Insert[Insert[u,Insert[Insert[u,Insert[Insert[u,

train[x][[i, p1]]train[x][[i, p1]]train[x][[i, p1]]

, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]] [[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]] [[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]] [[1]],

Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[2]]}]Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[2]]}]Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[2]]}]

,,,

train[x][[i, p]]train[x][[i, p]]train[x][[i, p]]

, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[1]],, {Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[1]],

Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[2]]}],Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[2]]}],Flatten[Position[w, train[x][[i, p0]]]][[2]]}],
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m[train[x][[i, p1]], train[x][[i, p0]]]/.m[train[x][[i, p1]], train[x][[i, p0]]]/.m[train[x][[i, p1]], train[x][[i, p0]]]/.

{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}]{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}]{a0 → 1, a1 → 2, a2 → 3, a3 → 4}]

,,,

{j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}];{j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}];{j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}];

q[x, i] = Table[s[x, i, j], {j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}],q[x, i] = Table[s[x, i, j], {j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}],q[x, i] = Table[s[x, i, j], {j, 1,Count[train[x][[i]], k]}],

q[x, i] = {}], {i, 1, 5}];q[x, i] = {}], {i, 1, 5}];q[x, i] = {}], {i, 1, 5}];

r[x] = Union[Flatten[Table[q[x, i], {i, 1, 5}], 1]],r[x] = Union[Flatten[Table[q[x, i], {i, 1, 5}], 1]],r[x] = Union[Flatten[Table[q[x, i], {i, 1, 5}], 1]],

{x, 1, 3}]; raftertrack = Table[r[x], {x, 1, 3}]];{x, 1, 3}]; raftertrack = Table[r[x], {x, 1, 3}]];{x, 1, 3}]; raftertrack = Table[r[x], {x, 1, 3}]];

Clear[track, detrack, retrack]Clear[track, detrack, retrack]Clear[track, detrack, retrack]

retrack =retrack =retrack =

Flatten[Table[Union[laftertrack[[x]], raftertrack[[x]]],Flatten[Table[Union[laftertrack[[x]], raftertrack[[x]]],Flatten[Table[Union[laftertrack[[x]], raftertrack[[x]]],

{x, 1, 3}], 1];{x, 1, 3}], 1];{x, 1, 3}], 1];

For[x = 1, x ≤ Length[retrack], x++, track[x] = retrack[[x]];For[x = 1, x ≤ Length[retrack], x++, track[x] = retrack[[x]];For[x = 1, x ≤ Length[retrack], x++, track[x] = retrack[[x]];

dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];dtrack[x] = Delete[track[x],Position[track[x], k]];

rotperiph[x] = Table[RotateLeft[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8], i],rotperiph[x] = Table[RotateLeft[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8], i],rotperiph[x] = Table[RotateLeft[calcperi[dtrack[x], 8], i],

{i, 1, 8}]];{i, 1, 8}]];{i, 1, 8}]];

pretrain = Table[calnorFold[8, x], {x, 1,Length[retrack]}];pretrain = Table[calnorFold[8, x], {x, 1,Length[retrack]}];pretrain = Table[calnorFold[8, x], {x, 1,Length[retrack]}];

Clear[train]Clear[train]Clear[train]

Do[train[t] = Delete[pretrain[[t]], {6}], {t, 1, 6}];Do[train[t] = Delete[pretrain[[t]], {6}], {t, 1, 6}];Do[train[t] = Delete[pretrain[[t]], {6}], {t, 1, 6}];

Do[Do[otrain[t, j] = train[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j], {j, 1, 2}], {t, 1, 3}];Do[Do[otrain[t, j] = train[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j], {j, 1, 2}], {t, 1, 3}];Do[Do[otrain[t, j] = train[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j], {j, 1, 2}], {t, 1, 3}];

Do[Do[Do[

Do[Do[If[otrain[t, j]==preinput4[[i]],Do[Do[If[otrain[t, j]==preinput4[[i]],Do[Do[If[otrain[t, j]==preinput4[[i]],
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p[i] = {t→ i, retrack[[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j, 6]].p[i] = {t→ i, retrack[[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j, 6]].p[i] = {t→ i, retrack[[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j, 6]].

pretrain[[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j, 6]]}], {i, 1, 3}];pretrain[[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j, 6]]}], {i, 1, 3}];pretrain[[2 ∗ (t− 1) + j, 6]]}], {i, 1, 3}];

q[j] = Table[p[i], {i, 1, 3}], {j, 1, 2}];q[j] = Table[p[i], {i, 1, 3}], {j, 1, 2}];q[j] = Table[p[i], {i, 1, 3}], {j, 1, 2}];

r[t] = Union[q[1], q[2]], {t, 1, 3}];r[t] = Union[q[1], q[2]], {t, 1, 3}];r[t] = Union[q[1], q[2]], {t, 1, 3}];

Print[Print[Print[

"Elementary folding maps on standardly embedded"Elementary folding maps on standardly embedded"Elementary folding maps on standardly embedded

train tracks are "];train tracks are "];train tracks are "];

matrixtable = Union[Flatten[Table[r[i], {i, 1, 3}], 1]]matrixtable = Union[Flatten[Table[r[i], {i, 1, 3}], 1]]matrixtable = Union[Flatten[Table[r[i], {i, 1, 3}], 1]]

From the above input, we get the following output.

All diffeomorphism types of standardly embedded train tracks are

{{{a0}, {a1}, {a2}, {a3}, {a0, a3, a2, a1, k}},

{{a0}, {a1}, {a3}, {a0, a2, a1}, {a2, a3, k}},

{{a0}, {a1}, {a3}, {a0, a2, a1}, {a2, k, a3}}}

Elementary folding maps on standardly embedded train tracks are

{{1 → 2, {{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}}},

{1 → 3, {{0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}}},

{2 → 1, {{0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 0}}},

{2 → 2, {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}}},

{3 → 1, {{0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 1}}},

{3 → 3, {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}}}}
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5.2 Degree 4 reciprocal polynomials with small spec-

tral radii

From the following program we get all the degree 4 reciprocal polynomials

whose spectral radii are smaller than 2.3.

The input is the following.

Do[p = x∧4 + ax∧3 + bx∧2 + ax+ 1; k = Solve[p == 0, x];Do[p = x∧4 + ax∧3 + bx∧2 + ax+ 1; k = Solve[p == 0, x];Do[p = x∧4 + ax∧3 + bx∧2 + ax+ 1; k = Solve[p == 0, x];

If[1 < Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]] < 2.3&&If[1 < Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]] < 2.3&&If[1 < Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]] < 2.3&&

MemberQ[N [x/.k],Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]]]&&MemberQ[N [x/.k],Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]]]&&MemberQ[N [x/.k],Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]]]&&

Count[Abs[N [x/.k]],Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]]] == 1,Count[Abs[N [x/.k]],Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]]] == 1,Count[Abs[N [x/.k]],Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]]] == 1,

Print[Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]], " ", p, " ",Print[Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]], " ", p, " ",Print[Max[N [Abs[x/.k]]], " ", p, " ",

NSolve[p == 0, x]]], {b,−22, 22}, {a,−10, 10}]NSolve[p == 0, x]]], {b,−22, 22}, {a,−10, 10}]NSolve[p == 0, x]]], {b,−22, 22}, {a,−10, 10}]

From the above input we get the following output.

2.08102 1 − x− 2x2 − x3 + x4 {{x→ −0.780776 − 0.624811i},

{x→ −0.780776 + 0.624811i}, {x→ 0.480534}, {x→ 2.08102}}

1.72208 1 − x− x2 − x3 + x4 {{x→ −0.651388 − 0.758745i},

{x→ −0.651388 + 0.758745i}, {x→ 0.580692}, {x→ 1.72208}}

2.29663 1 − 2x− 2x3 + x4 {{x→ −0.366025 − 0.930605i},

{x→ −0.366025 + 0.930605i}, {x→ 0.435421}, {x→ 2.29663}}

1.8832 1 − 2x+ x2 − 2x3 + x4 {{x→ −0.207107 − 0.978318i},
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{x→ −0.207107 + 0.978318i}, {x→ 0.53101}, {x→ 1.8832}}

2.15372 1 − 3x+ 3x2 − 3x3 + x4 {{x→ 0.190983− 0.981593i},

{x→ 0.190983 + 0.981593i}, {x→ 0.464313}, {x→ 2.15372}}

5.3 All closed loops which correspond to case (2) of

4-braids and whose associated spectral radii are

less than 2.3

From the Lemma 2.14 and the part of the following program, we get if the

length of the matrix products of A, B, C, and D is bigger than 8 with

some restrictions, the associated minimal trace is bigger than 3, hence the

associated spectral radius is bigger than 2.3.

Therefore, by examining all the closed oriented paths of the length less

than or equal to 8 with some properties, from the part of the following

program, we get all the closed oriented paths which correspond to case (2)

of 4-braids and whose associated spectral radii are less than 2.3. Among

them to select Perron-Probenius matrices, we check if (42 − 2 × 4 + 2)th

power of each matrix is positive [15].

The input is the following.

m12 = {{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}};m12 = {{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}};m12 = {{0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}};

m13 = {{0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}};m13 = {{0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}};m13 = {{0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}};

m21 = {{0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 0}};m21 = {{0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 0}};m21 = {{0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 1, 1, 0}};
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m22 = {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}};m22 = {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}};m22 = {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}};

m31 = {{0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 1}};m31 = {{0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 1}};m31 = {{0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 1}};

m33 = {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}};m33 = {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}};m33 = {{1, 0, 0, 0}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 1}, {0, 0, 0, 1}};

q = Permutations[{1, 2, 3, 4}];q = Permutations[{1, 2, 3, 4}];q = Permutations[{1, 2, 3, 4}];

min[p ]:=min[p ]:=min[p ]:=

Min[Table[p[[1, q[[z, 1]]]] + p[[2, q[[z, 2]]]]+Min[Table[p[[1, q[[z, 1]]]] + p[[2, q[[z, 2]]]]+Min[Table[p[[1, q[[z, 1]]]] + p[[2, q[[z, 2]]]]+

p[[3, q[[z, 3]]]] + p[[4, q[[z, 4]]]], {z, 1, 24}]]p[[3, q[[z, 3]]]] + p[[4, q[[z, 4]]]], {z, 1, 24}]]p[[3, q[[z, 3]]]] + p[[4, q[[z, 4]]]], {z, 1, 24}]]

nextgen[x ]:=nextgen[x ]:=nextgen[x ]:=

Select[Select[Select[

Select[Flatten[{{Append[First[#], a],Last[#].m12.m21}&/@x,Select[Flatten[{{Append[First[#], a],Last[#].m12.m21}&/@x,Select[Flatten[{{Append[First[#], a],Last[#].m12.m21}&/@x,

{Append[First[#], b],Last[#].m12.m22.m21}&/@x,{Append[First[#], b],Last[#].m12.m22.m21}&/@x,{Append[First[#], b],Last[#].m12.m22.m21}&/@x,

{Append[First[#], c],Last[#].m13.m31}&/@x,{Append[First[#], c],Last[#].m13.m31}&/@x,{Append[First[#], c],Last[#].m13.m31}&/@x,

{Append[First[#], d],Last[#].m13.m33.m31}&/@x}, 1],{Append[First[#], d],Last[#].m13.m33.m31}&/@x}, 1],{Append[First[#], d],Last[#].m13.m33.m31}&/@x}, 1],

!(MatchQ[First[#], {u , a, a, a, a, a, a}] ‖!(MatchQ[First[#], {u , a, a, a, a, a, a}] ‖!(MatchQ[First[#], {u , a, a, a, a, a, a}] ‖

MatchQ[First[#], {u , c, c, c, c, c, c}])&],MatchQ[First[#], {u , c, c, c, c, c, c}])&],MatchQ[First[#], {u , c, c, c, c, c, c}])&],

min[Last[#]] < 4&]min[Last[#]] < 4&]min[Last[#]] < 4&]

pfquestion[mat ]:=pfquestion[mat ]:=pfquestion[mat ]:=

Apply[And,Apply[And,Apply[And,

(# == 1&)/@(# == 1&)/@(# == 1&)/@

Flatten[Flatten[Flatten[
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Sign[MatrixPower[Sign[mat],Sign[MatrixPower[Sign[mat],Sign[MatrixPower[Sign[mat],

Length[mat]∧2 − 2Length[mat] + 2]]]]Length[mat]∧2 − 2Length[mat] + 2]]]]Length[mat]∧2 − 2Length[mat] + 2]]]]

Module[{gen, i},Module[{gen, i},Module[{gen, i},

gen = {{{a},m12.m21}, {{b},m12.m22.m21}, {{c},m13.m31},gen = {{{a},m12.m21}, {{b},m12.m22.m21}, {{c},m13.m31},gen = {{{a},m12.m21}, {{b},m12.m22.m21}, {{c},m13.m31},

{{d},m13.m33.m31}}; archive = gen;{{d},m13.m33.m31}}; archive = gen;{{d},m13.m33.m31}}; archive = gen;

For[i = 1,Length[gen] > 0, i++, gen = nextgen[gen];For[i = 1,Length[gen] > 0, i++, gen = nextgen[gen];For[i = 1,Length[gen] > 0, i++, gen = nextgen[gen];

archive = Join[archive, gen];archive = Join[archive, gen];archive = Join[archive, gen];

Print["The number of length", " ", i+ 1, " ",Print["The number of length", " ", i+ 1, " ",Print["The number of length", " ", i+ 1, " ",

"paths with minimal trace < 4 is", " ",Length[gen]"."]]"paths with minimal trace < 4 is", " ",Length[gen]"."]]"paths with minimal trace < 4 is", " ",Length[gen]"."]]

Print["The number of all paths with minimal trace < 4 is",Print["The number of all paths with minimal trace < 4 is",Print["The number of all paths with minimal trace < 4 is",

" ",Length[archive]"."];" ",Length[archive]"."];" ",Length[archive]"."];

archive = Select[archive,archive = Select[archive,archive = Select[archive,

Max[N [Abs[Eigenvalues[Last[#]]]]] < 2.3&];Max[N [Abs[Eigenvalues[Last[#]]]]] < 2.3&];Max[N [Abs[Eigenvalues[Last[#]]]]] < 2.3&];

Print["The number of all loops with the spectralPrint["The number of all loops with the spectralPrint["The number of all loops with the spectral

radius less than 2.3 is", " ",Length[archive]"."];radius less than 2.3 is", " ",Length[archive]"."];radius less than 2.3 is", " ",Length[archive]"."];

archive = Select[archive, pfquestion[#[[2]]]&];archive = Select[archive, pfquestion[#[[2]]]&];archive = Select[archive, pfquestion[#[[2]]]&];

Print["Among them only the following has the Perron-Print["Among them only the following has the Perron-Print["Among them only the following has the Perron-

Frobenius matrices."];Frobenius matrices."];Frobenius matrices."];

Do[Do[Do[

Print[{archive[[i]],Print[{archive[[i]],Print[{archive[[i]],

Max[N [Abs[Eigenvalues[Last[archive[[i]]]]]]]}],Max[N [Abs[Eigenvalues[Last[archive[[i]]]]]]]}],Max[N [Abs[Eigenvalues[Last[archive[[i]]]]]]]}],

{i, 1,Length[archive]}]{i, 1,Length[archive]}]{i, 1,Length[archive]}]

]]]
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From the above input, we get the following.

The number of length 2 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 16.

The number of length 3 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 44.

The number of length 4 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 84.

The number of length 5 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 114.

The number of length 6 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 88.

The number of length 7 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 40.

The number of length 8 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 8.

The number of length 9 paths with minimal trace < 4 is 0

The number of all paths with minimal trace < 4 is 398.

The number of all loops with the spectral radius less than 2.3 is 12.

Among them only the following has the Perron-Frobenius matrices.

{{{b}, {{0, 1, 2, 0}, {0, 2, 3, 0}, {0, 0, 0, 1}, {1, 0, 0, 0}}}, 2.29663}

{{{d}, {{2, 0, 0, 3}, {1, 0, 0, 2}, {0, 1, 0, 0}, {0, 0, 1, 0}}}, 2.29663}
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